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George Smith died on 30 January 2008 at
the age of 66 years after a relatively brief
battle with cancer. He had been an aca-
demic staff member in the Department of
Optometry and Vision Sciences at The
University of Melbourne for nearly 30
years. Although he retired at the end of
2003, he was actively involved with the
department until his death.
George was born in Crofton, Yorkshire
in England, and moved to Australia with
his family when he was 10 years old. They
settled in Mildura, a regional city on the
banks of the Murray River in north-west
Victoria. He did well at school and con-
tinued his studies at The University of
Melbourne, where he graduated in physics
and mathematics in 1967.
His subsequent employment with
Kodak stimulated his interest in optics and
he headed back to England to further his
studies in this field. He completed Masters
and PhD degrees at Reading University
under the supervision of the distinguished
opticist HH Hopkins FRS (1918–1994),
who was Professor of Applied Optics at
Reading University. Hopkins was passion-
ately interested in the application of optics
in medicine and was especially known for
his work on endoscopy. Perhaps this is
what stimulated George to pursue his
academic career in optometry.
After completion of his PhD, George
returned to Australia and worked briefly at
the Defence Standards Laboratories and
then at the Australian Road Research
Board Laboratories in Melbourne but
prior to this he had already shown an
interest in optometry.
Toward the end of his PhD degree
studies, in 1971, George had applied for a
lectureship in the Optometry Department
at The University of Melbourne. He was
interviewed in London by the Head of the
Department Dr (later Professor) Barry
Cole in a coffee shop near the City Univer-
sity. George did not get the job, which was
given to Dr Leon Garner, but he became a
part-time lecturer in optics in the Depart-
ment in 1974. George became a full-time
lecturer in 1975, when he applied success-
fully for another vacant lectureship in the
Department of Optometry.
Appointing a non-optometrist to a
small optometry department that had
only five full-time academic staff was a
radical move at the time but it soon
bore fruit with colleagues and practis-
ing optometrists eager to make use of
George’s expertise in optics to help them
with clinical issues. This was particularly
important in the field of low vision, fol-
lowing the establishment of the Kooyong
Low Vision Clinic in early 1973. George’s
study of the optics of low vision aids
helped his new colleagues understand
them, especially when optical aids with
supposedly sufficient magnification did
not always give patient satisfaction be-
cause of the limitations of accommo-
dation, vergence and working distance
imposed by the aid. While offering advice
to others, George was keen to learn as
much as he could about vision and
optometry, so that he could further apply
his optics knowledge to this new exciting
field.
I met George when I was a fourth-year
undergraduate student. George taught
us about aniseikonic lens design. This
formed the basis of my own lectures in the
subject when I moved to the Queensland
Institute of Technology 10 years later. As
there was little available in textbooks,
George worked out the theory from basics.
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I was amazed when nearly 30 years later,
I read a newly published paper on the
subject, which included many of the ideas
developed by George but which he had
not thought to publish.
After completing my optometry
degree, I commenced a Masters degree
under the supervision of Dr Alan
Johnston. During this time, I received
a lot of advice from George Smith. I
enjoyed discussing visual optics with him
and when I finished my Masters degree, I
knew that I wanted to do a PhD degree
with him. I think that I was his first
commencing PhD student but Patricia
Kiely who was co-supervised by Dr Leo
Carney was his first to graduate. This
began a collaboration between George
and me, which lasted nearly 30 years and
produced a number of research grants,
two books and over 30 jointly authored
journal articles on a variety of subjects.
George had a rich and varied career in
optometry and thoroughly enjoyed his
teaching, consultancy and research.
He taught optometry students geometri-
cal and physical optics, optics of the
human eye, eye protection and, of course,
aniseikonia. It is not easy teaching optics
to optometry students, as they rarely fully
appreciate the relevance of optics to their
clinical careers. They find more interest in
the biology of vision and the pathology of
the eye. He also taught optics to surveying
students, who were less keen about optics
than the optometry students and a real
challenge for George, and to optical
engineering students. He approached his
subject with enthusiasm and was always
available to give advice. Although not all
of his students came to love optics, they
appreciated the effort he put into its
teaching. He initiated several projects to
create multimedia interactive teaching
material, including a very clever multime-
dia program for teaching retinoscopy.
George also supervised eight higher
degree students in the department and
gave advice and was a mentor to many
others.
One of his loves as an academic was con-
sultancy, both paid and unpaid. He was
consulted widely on optical design and he
designed a wide range of instruments,
such as telescopes, traffic light lenses, oph-
thalmic lenses, viewfinders and ophthal-
moscopes. He also shared his expertise in
visual ergonomics and ran a radiometry/
photometry laboratory for 20 years. He
served on nine technical committees of
Standards Australia dealing with optics,
lighting, radiation and visual ergonomics
and chaired CS/8 Bicycle lamps and
reflectors. He was involved in the national
accreditation of optical, radiometric and
photometric laboratories as an expert
assessor for NATA (National Association
of Testing Authorities). He served on the
International Editorial Advisory Board
of the Journal Ophthalmic and Physiological
Optics.
George Smith’s main research interests
were in visual optics, with emphasis on
how the eye is constructed, how it works,
the optical principles governing its opera-
tions, intrinsic optical limitations to vision,
external factors affecting visual perfor-
mance, how visual instruments such as
ophthalmic lenses improve vision and how
the quality of processed images should be
assessed.
He wrote more than 120 papers, the
majority of which were published in the
highest rank of international journals. He
published widely on optical system design
and assessment, visual ergonomics, model-
ling the optical structure of the human
eye, aberrations of the eye and their
effects on visual performance, and effects
of defocus on visual performance. A paper
in the last category was recognised by the
American Academy of Optometry with the
Garland Clay Award as the best clinical
paper in the American Journal of Physiologi-
cal Optics (now Optometry and Visual Science)
in 1979.1
One of his important achievements was
the development of methods to describe
the gradient index of the crystalline lens
of the human eye and raytracing through
it. This work highlighted the importance
of the gradient index to the power of the
lens and to aberrations of the eye.2–5 In
the 1980s and 1990s, George made many
advances in understanding the optical
aberrations of spectacle lenses and in-
traocular lenses and how these were influ-
enced by aspherising surfaces6–10 and it is
interesting that intraocular lenses with
aspheric surfaces have become available
in the past few years. He developed
phakometric techniques for measuring
lens shape11 and worked on measuring
higher-order aberrations of the eye well
before commercial instruments became
available to do this.12
George Smith loved to travel and
meet people from around the world and
he collaborated with people from a wide
range of backgrounds. Prominent vision
researchers with whom he worked
included Ian Bailey at the University of
California in Berkeley, Leon Garner at the
University of Auckland in New Zealand,
Eva Acosta at the University of Santiago in
Spain, Michel Millodot in Cardiff, Ray
Applegate in Houston USA and Neil
Charman at UMIST Manchester. He par-
ticularly enjoyed working with Neil, with
whom he shared affinity as a physicist
working in optometry. He spent some
time at the National University of Malaysia
in 1983 helping to develop its new optom-
etry course and after his ‘retirement’,
he spent a couple of terms teaching
optometry students at the University of
Auckland.
Probably the academic achievement of
which he was most proud was the publica-
tion of two books The Eye and Visual Optical
Instruments13 and Optics of the Human Eye.14
While there was a co-author on both these
books, they were conceived and developed
by George’s 20 years of teaching and
researching in visual optics.
George ‘retired’ at the end of 2003 and
with his wife Yolette moved to the city of
Bendigo about 140 kilometres north-west
of Melbourne, to enjoy a ‘tree change’
and return to his rural roots. He con-
tinued to work on a number of research
projects and with a number of people
and regularly visited the Department of
Optometry—the attraction of two young
grandchildren probably helped get him to
Melbourne. Even two weeks before his
death, he was working on projects dealing
with lens shape, lens gradient index and
multiconjugate optics and was encourag-
ing colleagues to continue the work.
George was a kind person, who was
always ready to spend time with his stu-
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dents to guide, advise and encourage
them in their work. He was generous when
it came to authorship of papers, insisting
that his graduate students take first place
on papers, when it would have been in his
own interests to have first authorship. I
will always be grateful that he retained an
interest in my career. He was as proud of
my own achievements as of his own and
promoted my interests wherever he could.
George Smith will be remembered for his
friendly face, easy-going wit and academic
acumen. He will be sorely missed. He has
added significantly to the sum of human
knowledge of applied and visual optics
through his research and publications and
has given a generation of optometrists a
real understanding of optics, at a standard
that few optometry schools in the world
could emulate. He has trained several suc-
cessors, myself included, who are able to
continue his work.
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